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About This Game

Evolo.SpiderSim is an exciting real-time strategy game with sandbox elements.
Collect resources, build new creatures and buildings. Develop your underground colony of spiders!

Control your creatures, explore new territories and create your own unique colony.

If you like thoughtful and complex sandboxes, you are not afraid to immerse yourself in the mechanics of this game, then you
will be satisfied.

Welcome to the world of Evolo. Chaotic world of evolution.
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Poor version of Kudos. Not worth the money, even on sale. Asking for a refund.. Didn't expect to like this, but booy this is an
amazing game to play. The story, the stats, items, all it's getting along awesome. I love this game so far and I recomend it.. If you
played the old flash game, this is basically exactly what you say except with a thick layer of atmosphere on top. If you didn't
play the old flash game: This is a relatively good puzzle game whose central mechanic sounds simple but lends itself to good
brainteasers. It does occasionally take a break from actual puzzles to give you a linear "story"\/atmosphere segment (not that
there's much story).. The game is really beautiful and funny, although there are not many puzzles to solve. Also, the story is
incomplete and I'm worried that the developers may not create the other chapters, since there's no word from them, so keep that
in mind before buying this game. This game is a really good effort nevertheless.. How do i play this game? :p. lt;3 This game..
Wether you like this dlc obviously depends on your musical tastes so i'd advice trying to listen to some of the tracks on youtube
before you buy. I personally am a bit dissapointed by it. the tracks in my opinion are far to similar to the originals, mostly just
addin a beat to the original tracks and doing a little bit of sampling and keyboard accompanyment. Unlike the excellent guns,
drums and steel packs for EUIV non of these tracks change the musical tempo of the game much, which to me seems like a
missed opportunity. The last track of the Set, Horns Of Hattin And The Aftermath ( Marching Epic Mix), seems the 'newest' of
the bunch with it's own feel, so more of that.

For future music packs i hope they add more HOUSE\/Electronica\/Dubstep elements to the House lords or go with Metal.. well
its worth the $2.50 and thats about it. get while on 75% off or better.. This game is very poorly made.

The controls feel incredibly sluggish. Looking around feels "off," as if there's mouse acceleration, and movement is fairly
floaty. Passing through a doorway causes the game to grind to a halt for a second to load the next area - not necessarily a huge
issue, except once the loading is done, it eats your inputs. Every single time you pass into or out of an area, you find yourself not
moving anymore, you need to let go of W and press it again. Checking for your inputs after a loading screen is basic stuff, and
combined with the slow movement speed, it just eats away at one's nerves.

All of that could be forgiven if the puzzles were good. They're not. The very mechanics of the game are bad, to the point where
I don't actually know how you're intended to solve half of them (I managed to exploit almost all of them - we'll come back to
that). The game starts off with you placing and removing blocks to platform, basic stuff, but satisfying. Before the game does
anything interesting with a mechanic, about a fifth of the way into the game, the entire concept of placing blocks is completely
abandoned until the very end.

The majority of the game is spent using green "blocks." The gimmick here is that you can't actually interact with the blocks, but
turn any collection of your placed blocks into pipes. This is where the entire premise of the game falls apart - the pipes
themselves are subject to physics, making them completely unreliable. And the game expects you to rely on them. You need to
make pipe bridges and cross them, without them falling over, or bugging out and falling over, or without you sliding off. You
need to jump up pipe pillars without them toppling, or without them bugging out and toppling, or without you sliding off.
Making pipes and pushing them around is a major mechanic here (I think), but pushing them is a trial of misery. It's a physics-
based puzzle game where you have little control over the physics.

In one level, I made a seesaw with an L-shaped pillar at one end. It was perfectly balanced. Apparently the player has no weight,
so it was stuck. Until I pushed the pillar at the end, at which point that side sunk down. I was pushing the thing I was standing on
and moving it around. Because physics.

Towards the end of the game - I'd say the final fifth - you get the ability to place antigravity pipes, which are exactly the same,
but they go up. Quite frankly, this is the only point where the pipes came close to being enjoyable - the fact that you could use
them as elevators made them much easier to work with, and there were some good ideas involving using both sets of pipes. Ideas
that would have worked MUCH better if they were blocks, or if they had at least followed less realistic physics that followed
more predictable rules.

There's also another white blocks section thrown in the middle of the red pipe section, as if the developer suddenly remembered
they had them in the game. I believe there is only a single puzzle in the "green section" that had white blocks, and it only had a
single one. There's basically no puzzles in the game that actually take advantage of combining the white squares with the pipes -
presumably because they'd be too easy to exploit. This game is actually terrified of letting you "cheat" - you can't jump and
place a block under you, nor can you peek over the edge of a block to place a new block there. Abilities that are arguably as
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standard as jumping, and the game restricts them. Which, like before, wouldn't be a problem if the solutions to the puzzles were
logical - but I don't have the slightest idea how you're "expected" to solve most of them. I ended up solving most of them by
cheesing them, sliding pipes into awkward positions and making tight jumps, often ignoring most of the space I was given to
work with.

Were those actually the intended solutions? Possibly. But while it can be liberating to solve a puzzle in a way the game didn't
intend for, it's not really gratifying when it doesn't feel like there was ever actually an intended solution. Ultimately, the real
crime here is that the game takes away player freedom to prevent players from breaking the game, yet the game is still easy to
break, so what was even the point?

And a minute to talk about the final "puzzle" (if you're willing to call it that). You have to build an elevator to go up a long
tunnel. So, naturally, the game gives you tons of antigravity blocks... and green blocks, and even white blocks. Why? Are they
useful here? Am I missing something? So I made an elevator, and it immediately went topsy-turvy. I guess your player model
actually does have weight. I made an elevator with railings, and made it a bit higher before falling out... just before the elevator
passed through the ending trigger and disappeared, taking its precious blocks with it. By the way, the game has no save feature,
you need to exit to the menu and reload whenever something like that happens.

Brief mentions about bugs: aside from the physics being terrible and the loading being a pain, I've had pipes spontaneously jump
into the air upon placement for no reason, I've had the ability to construct pipes completely disappear and require a restart, I've
fallen through the world (and as far as I was willing to check, there's no killplane down there), and been able to grab blocks
through the phase fields when you're not supposed to. Also, if you press the mouse buttons during the credits, you can hear the
sound effects of your gun. (Speaking of which, the train in this game has the goofiest and least-fitting sound effect ever).

Oh, and the puzzles in the second and fourth-to-last screenshots don't seem to be in the game.

This perhaps became more of a rant than a review, but I was extremely disappointed by this game. I hate judging games by their
price, but there is absolutely no way this game is worth close to the $13 pricetag. It wasn't even worth the less-than-three hours it
took to complete.. I must play 3 times to get all the achievement :(
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This game is way too short for the cost. Was able to complete the game in 90 minutes and it was extremely easy.. this is game is
horrible. omg i love this game!. I love this game!

It is fairly short (25 minutes total play) but OK for an early release. I can't wait to get more content.

For an early release though, this game is surprisingly fun and genuinely scary! That little girl scout zombie girl FREAKED ME
OUT!!!. Classic, danmaku with borderline unfair difficulty and cute anime girls. Just how I like it. This is possibly even more
challenging than touhou, as the hitbox is larger and the field of view is much smaller.. very quick action 3-match game:
you click faster than you recognize the symbols and get into a tight flow.
some levels are diffrent, even some few HOG screens are in there:
just nice to change the pace some times.

the 200 levels game playthrough will take at least 10h!. [Neutral Review]

First, I need to say that I don't know why this Visual Novel is so underrated. It has a lot of defects - and I'll talk about some
below - but it's still an average Visual Novel. There's a lot of crap Visual Novels out there made only for the sake of the
fanservice and they have tons of positive reviews. That seems pretty unfair to me.

The game is kind of short, so it might be a good game to get in a bundle or a good sale. I've seen it in bundles pretty cheap a lot
of times. It can be classified more as an Otome Game than as Fantasy Visual Novel, because only a few after the game starts,
the main plot is a bit shoved aside to focus more and more in the romantic relation between the characters. Or I should say
between Lena and the one you'll pursue as her love affair in game. Also, many people related that they couldn't get attached to
any of the characters even with the lots of interaction between them. And yeah... some characters are pretty standart and
clich\u00e9 at all, in my opinion. So it's easy to feel nothing for them.

Another boring thing is that the "replayability" of the game sucks: most of the game parts will be pretty much the same if you
decide to start a new route after completing your first one.

The art style is decent. It\u2019s not amazing, but it has a certain charm. BG was ok, BGM was fine too. That being said, Blue
Rose is a nice Visual Novel overall and you can have fun with it.. Eindecker: Good aircraft as German Ace Max Immelmann
flew this aircraft and shot down 15 aircraft. He developed the Immelmann turn. An advantage is that the Eindecker is easily
regonizable because it's a monoplane. As a note there is no throttle control, so the engine is either off or on. Finally a neat
feature is that the Wright Flyer used wing warping to roll the plane, the Eindecker also uses wing warping.
The Roland C.IIa is another great aircraft.
Airco DH.2: slightly under powered with full payload and limited firepower.
RE.8: Great bomber and recon plane, but slightly underpowered with full payload.

  These aircraft are The Birth of Wardbirds meaning that they were made before or a few months into WW1 so of course one
will dislike several aircraft.
  This is a great DLC to get
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